Trade-in, trade up, and ensure compliance!

Microscan LVS Trade-In Program

Do you use an ISO, AIM or GS1-compliant bar code verifier? It might be worth more than you think.

*Microscan is pleased to announce a trade-in program from April 10, 2017 – September 30, 2017.*

*During this time, Microscan offers a $500 discount on any Microscan LVS-9580, LVS-9570 or LVS-9510 verifier for each eligible bar code verifier replaced.*

*Update your verification equipment up to the latest technology, helping ensure compliance, delivering improved bar code analysis tools, and allowing for simple interface of verification results into data historian applications.*

**PROGRAM DETAILS**

- The trade-in program is only eligible to companies located in the Americas Region (North America, Central America, South America).
- Orders placed for delivery from April 10, 2017 – September 30, 2017 are eligible.
- Any ISO, AIM or GS-1 compliant verifier in good working order is eligible in this trade-in program. This includes legacy LVS products, as well as but not limited to Axicon, Rea, Webscan, RJS, Honeywell (QuickCheck), and Microscan Quadrus and LDP/UDP verifiers.
- The trade-in device must be in good working order and be removed from service. The serial number of the trade-in device must be provided and Microscan may require customer signature confirming that the trade-in verifier has been removed from service.
- Microscan will offer a $500 discount on any Microscan LVS-9580, LVS-9570, or LVS-9510 for each eligible bar code verifier replaced.
- Standard Microscan terms and conditions will apply.
• Not valid with any other offer. This program may not be combined with any other special pricing (price exception or rebate).
• Microscan reserves the right to modify, suspend, or terminate the program at any time without notice.

TRADE-IN PROCESS

• Visit http://info.microscan.com/tradein-lvs-amer
• Fill in the form on the website to register to the trade-in program with the details of the trade-in device, such as manufacturer and serial number

MICROSCAN BARCODE VERIFIERS

• Microscan Barcode Verifiers are a complete off-line system that include a high-resolution camera, software, and precision illumination specifically designed for the verification of 1D/2D codes and direct part marks (DPM) to ISO/IEC standards.
• LVS® barcode verifiers are designed for accurate, reliable verification to application standards such as GS1, HIBCC, ISO/IEC 15415/15416, and ISO/IEC TR 29158.

For more information, visit info.microscan.com/tradein-lvs-amer